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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document registers the work done for the planning and delivering of the final BIM4EEB conference
that took place in April 2022 at the BIMWorld Paris Fair. The goal of the final conference is to communicate
and disseminate the project results to the target groups of the project. This action is the main dissemination
and communication activity before the project closure.
BIM4EEB has gathered 15 partners from 9 european countries (Belgium, Finland, Cyprus, Germany,
Spain, Sweden, Ireland, Poland and Italy), and from diferent sectors such as universities, reaserach
institutes, public administration, SMEs and large enterprises. As the main result, a set of six BIMtools and
a BIM Management System (BIMMS) was delivered and validated in three pilot buildings in Italy, Poland
and Finland. These results were designed to speed up and facilitate the building renovation process
throughout all stages from the design and construction. The target users of the tools are design and
construction professionals, such as engineers, architects, surveyors, energy designers, construction
workers, construction managers, but also inhabitants.
This deliverable is related to the D10.7 Interim Conference as it is the closure of the work started in that
event and it is also related to D10.11 the Final Dissemination and Communication report as it is part of the
Dissemination and Communication activities.

PUBLISHING SUMMARY
This document registers the work done for the planning and delivering of the final BIM4EEB conference
that took place in April 2022 at the BIMWorld Paris Fair. The goal of the final conference is to communicate
and disseminate the project results to the target groups of the project. This action is the main dissemination
and communication activity before the project closure.
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1 Introduction
After 3,5 years, the BIM4EEB project is coming to an end. The project has gathered 15 partners from 9
european countries (Belgium, Finland, Cyprus, Germany, Spain, Sweden, Ireland, Poland and Italy), and
from different sectors such as universities, reaserach institutes, public administration, SMEs and large
enterprises. As the main result, a set of six BIMtools and a BIM Management System (BIMMS) was
delivered and validated in three pilot buildings in Italy, Poland and Finland. These results were designed
to speed up and facilitate the building renovation process throughout all stages from the design and
construction. The target users of the tools are design and construction professionals, such as engineers,
architects, surveyors, energy designers, construction workers, construction managers, but also
inhabitants.
This report documents the planning and the deliverey of the BIM4EEB Final Conference. The goal of the
final conference is to communicate and disseminate the project results to the target groups of the project.
For this purpose, all partners were involved in the activitiy and the majority of the partners directly
contributed to it. This action is the main dissemination and communication activity before the project
closure. In this context, the BIMWorld Fair in Paris in April 2022 was selected to host BIM4EEB final
confernece in order to achieve the goals of the task.
This deliverable is related to the D10.7 Interin Conference as it is the closure of the work started in that
event and it is also related to D10.11 the Final Dissemination and Communication report as it is part of the
Dissemination and Communication activities.
This document describes the event planning and organisation, provides a description of the activities
performed and draw the conclusions on the results.
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2 Event Organisation
2.1 The BIMWorld Paris fair
The BIMWorld Fair in Paris gathers BIM professionals, communities and industry since 2015. The fair is
attended by small and larger businesses, public and private contractors and showcase the best solutions
and practices in the market. The attendees seek for solutions, new models and new skills to transform
their organization, their processes, their product or service offerings.
In 2022, the BIMWorld fair in Paris took place at the Pavillon 4 at Porte de Versailles from the 5th to the 6th
of April. The fair hosted also two other events the “Digital Twins Meetings” organised by buildingSMART
France and the Bas-Carbon Solutions in partnership with Low-Carbon World observatory. The fair
received 300 exhibitors and had 145 presentation in the 8 stages set at the fair.

2.2 BIM4EEB at BIMWorld
The final BIM4EEB conference was planned to be delivered at the end of the project as part of the
European Sustainable Energy Week (EUSEW) in Brussels. The event used to be held every year in June.
However, since 2021 the event was moved to September. In this context, it was required another event to
host the final conference.
The BIMWorld fair was selected to host the Final Conference of the project for two main reasons. The first
was the fair target group and the number of visitors; and the second was the timing of the fair. BIMWorld
fair together with the Digital twins event and the Bas-Carbon Solutions aimed the project target group
providing a large scale communication platform and in the adequate timing as the project main results
were ready to be presented in April 2022.
In order to take the most advantage of the event, BIM4EEB Communication and Dissemination team
booked a stand/booth (A38) in the fair and scheduled the final conference presentation to the main stage
(Salle 5) in the afternoon of the first day (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 BIM4EEB at BIMWorld – Fair plan. BIM4EBB event and main stage is highlighted in red.
The project final conference presentation was featured in the fair programme and it was available in the
website and in printed version at the fair (Figure 2). The fair map with the stand location was also available
at the BIMWorld website and at the fair in a printed format.
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Figure 2 BIM4EEB at BIMWorld Fair programme. BIM4EEB event is highlighted in red.
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2.3 BIM4EEB Final Conference agenda
The final conferenece was scheduled from 15:00 to 16:30
in the main stage on the 5th April 2022.
As the participants of the fair seek solutions for their
business, the agenda focused on the 6 BIM tools and the
BIM Management system developed by the project to
attend this demand.
The agenda was divided into two parts. The first was an
introduction to the proejct by the project coordinator and a
presentation from the BIM4EEB project officer. The second
part included 7 presentations of the main features and
benefits of the BIM Management system and the six tools
by all partners involved in the development of the tools.
A dedicated webpage for the Final Conference was
published at BIM4EEB website where the agenda and the
registration form was available.
The full agenda with the event description can be found in
the appendix.
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2.4 Social Media Campaign and Invitations
The social media campaign and event invitation
action started one month before the event and
lasted until the event day. Attendees who
registered for BIM4EEB event were provided with
free entrances for the fair.
The invitation and the registration link were also
published in the BUILDUP portal, at ECTP
website, at ACE website and the Woman in BIM
website.
An email template was also developed and sent
to partners to facilitated the process of inviting
their own network. The email template can be
found in the appendix.
There were 12 free entrances issued for the
invitees register in the BIM4EEB event.
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3 Overview of the event
3.1 Final Conference Presentations
The main stage at the BIMWorld fair could accommodate almost 100 people seated and also a floating
audience of people that would passby the event and watch it while standing. At the BIM4EEB final
conference, the seated attendance was around 70 people and there was a good flow of passerbys during
the one hour and a half (Figure 3).

Figure 3 BIM4EEB presentation – Final Conference
The event was moderated by Professor Bruno Daniotti, the project coordinator who presented an overview
of the project. He was followed by the project officer Dimitrios Biliouris presentation on the role of HaDEA
in the European projects and upcoming funding opportunities, closing the first part of the event. In the
second part, Davide Madeddu from One Team presented the BIM Management System, followed by the
presentations about the fast mapping toolkit delivered by Eva-Lotta Kurkinen from Ri.se, the BIMeaser
and BIMPlanner tools delivered by Markku Kiviniemi, the BIMcpd delivered by Brian O’Regan from IERC
and finally fininshing with BIM4Occupants presentation delivered by Andrea Mainini from Politectinico di
Milano on behalf of Suite5. The AUTERAS tool was presented through a video
(https://youtu.be/JhQihL4E4vk).
In addition to the planned presentations, Prof Daniotti gave the opportunity to other project partners who
attended to the event to briefly explain their role in the project. Professor Alberto Pavan from Politectinco
di Milano addressed the collaboration with other sister projects (BIMSpeed, BIM4REN, BIMERR,
ENCORE and SPHERE) in the CEN 442. Giuseppina Rita Tola from Regione Lombardia talked about the
Italian mandate in BIM and the work Regione Lombardia developed in BIM4EEB to implement BIM in their
framework, this included the report on the guidelines for BIM implementation for the public sector and
validation of the BIM tools in the Italian Demonstration Building owned by Regione Lombardia. Aleksander
Bartoszewski from Prochem briefly explained about the validation of the tools in the Polish Demonstration
Building. Andrea Perego from OneTeam emphasized the importance of the funding from the European
Commision to open possibilities to different companies from different sizes to develop and build up
knowledge in new tools. And finally, Andrea Mainini from PoliMi highlighted the importance of having the
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correct data in the right moment as it is provided by the BIM4EEB tools. This provided the attendees with
a better understanding not only about the tools but also about the demonstration building activities and
the involvement of public administration in the project. During the presentations, several informative
leaflets in French and English were distributed to the audience according to the participant’s language
preferences. The promotional video (https://youtu.be/JbQeUF3SCFY) about the activities in the
demonstration buildings in Italy, Poland and Finland was shown at the end of the conference.
A detailed description of the presentation can be found in the event pressrelease. The recordings of the
conference are available at BIM4EEB YouTube channel.

3.2 BIM4EEB Stand
As a parallel and complementary Communication and Dissemination actions, BIM4EEB partners
interacted with the visitors during the two days of fair at BIM4EEB stand (Figure 5 Attendees participation
at BIM4EEB stand). At the occasion, Eva-Lotta Kurkinen demonstrated the fast mapping toolkit (Figure
6) to visitors allowing them to test the goggles and the sensor stick. Leaflets in French and English were
distributed to the visitors interested in knowing more about the tools and the project. Two roll up posters
(Figure 4) one with the information about the project and the other with information about the presentations
were displayed. Partners actively interacted with visitors and with other exhibitors in the fair explaining
about the project and the tools developed.

Figure 4 Roll up posters at the
BIM4EEB stand
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Figure 5 Attendees participation at BIM4EEB stand

Figure 6 Demonstration of the BIM4EBB fast mapping toolkit
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3.3 Fair attendance
The fair was attended by 10.518 unique participants from 49 nationalities. On social media the event was
followed by 12.400 people. The fair attendees bussiness sectors were in the majority (54%) architectural
practices, research and engineering firms, contractors, subcontractors and builders. The property
managers and local authorities were 8% and 7% respectively (Figure 7). The majority of the attendees
(45%) expected to develop new skills and find new software tools (Figure 8). The three main areas of
interest were construction 4.0 and industrialisation, material and enviromental performance and energy
and operational performance (Figure 9).

Figure 7 BIMWorld attendees by business sector

Figure 8 BIMWorld attendees’ expectation.
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Figure 9 BIMWorld attendees’ area of interest
Overall, the BIMWorld attendees area of interest and expectations were in line with BIM4EEB target
groups and core messages disseminated during the event.
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4 Conclusions
The final conference of BIM4EEB project were delivered at the BIMWorld fair in Paris between the 5th and
6th April 2022. The fair gathered 10.518 unique participants from 49 nationalities. It received 300 exhibitors
and had 145 presentations in the 8 stages set at the fair. The event was organised jointly with the Digital
twins event and the Bas-Carbon Solutions. It provided a large platform for dissemination and
communication of the project results to the target groups such as architectural practices, researchers and
engineering firms, contractors, subcontractors and builders (54% of the atttendees); property managers
(8% of the attendees) and local authorities (7% of the attendees).
The BIM4EEB final conference took place on the 5th of April between 15:00 and 16:30. All partners
attending to the event had the opportunity to explain their participation in the project adding to the planned
agenda. During the presentation, informative leaflets in English and in French were distributed to the
audience.The audience could understand the project, had an overview of the European Commission
funding opportunities and learn about the benefits of the six BIM tools aand the BIM Managemtn System.
As a parallel and complementary Communication and Dissemination action, BIM4EEB partners interacted
with the visitors during the two days of fair at BIM4EEB stand. The fast mapping toolkit was demonstrated,
leaflets in French and English were distributed and two roll up posters were displayed. Partners actively
interacted with visitors and with other exhibitors in the fair explaining about the project and the tools
developed.
The overall result of these actions were positive. BIM4EEB partners have actively participated and
engaged with the public and the project results were disseminated to a large and aimed audience. During
the conference, it is estimated that an avarage of 70 people attended to the presentations. In addition, a
large floating number of people either followed the event sitting or standing. Around 200 leaflets in French
were distributed and other 130 in english. It is estimated that the project partners have received 150 people
in the stand. As the fair had a high number of visitors, it is difficult to make a precise estimate of the total
number of attendees.
The 14 social media posts about the event had 110 reactions, and 21 shares. The recording were watched
by 64 people on YouTube.
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5 Appendix
5.1 Event webpage

https://www.bim4eeb-project.eu/news/bim4eeb-final-conference.html
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5.2 Press release

https://www.bim4eeb-project.eu/news/bim4eeb-final-conference-at-bimworld-parisproject-results-.html
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5.3 Invitation email template
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5.4 Agenda and event description
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5.5 Video recording

https://youtu.be/f-RKBc5gqMM
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5.6 Social media campaigns
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